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Nissan Altima mirrors can limit your view while driving, increasing your chances of causing a
road accident. The best way to keep yourself and other vehicles on the road safe is by getting a
Nissan Altima side mirror replacement from CarParts. Choose from our selection of manual and
power mirrors, designed for a wide variety model years. Shop now and grab the best deals
today! For more information go to In safety, every little thing counts. Well aware of this fact,
Nissan has given the safety design of the Nissan Altima with every little inch of attention,
equipping the vehicle with all the parts essential for safe driving. Aside from the usual safety
features, including the driver and passenger air bags, seat belts, head restraints, the LATCH
System and vehicle crumple zones, the vehicle is also equipped with those little and traditional
safety parts that make driving a lot safer. Among them are the auto lights and the various
Nissan Altima mirrors installed in various parts of the car. Mirrors are basically defined as
surfaces that reflect the image in front of it. When installed in vehicles, mirrors become
important safety features in that they give the driver a good view of everything behind the car,
helping him avoid any major rear-end collisions caused by driving misjudgments. Among the
basic type of mirrors installed in vehicles today are the interior rear view mirror and the side
mirrors, also often called exterior rearview mirrors or side-view mirrors. The rectangular
rearview mirror, which is installed between the two A-posts within the cab, gives the driver a
good view of everything behind his car through the rear window. The side mirrors, which are
installed on both sides of the outer A-posts near the leading edge of the front doors, basically
do the same thing, although the view is more inclined towards the sides of the car. Nissan never
ignore the small parts that can do a lot for the safety of the vehicles they manufacture. Thus, it
is normal for us to expect that all Nissan Altima models are equipped with these basic vehicle
mirrors, and probably more. For the model year, all Nissan Altima models come standard with
dual body-color power outside mirrors, with the upper trim models having these mirrors heated
and integrated with a timer. Interior rearview mirrors are also standard and come with an
auto-dimming feature. And going a little bit past safety, Nissan Altimas are also equipped with
dual visor vanity mirrors that are handy for purposes other than safety. Nissan Altima made its
debut in Today, it continues to be a competitive contender in the mid-size sedan segment. Side
mirrors are also called wing mirrors, fender mirrors, or door mirrors. Side mirrors help drivers
observe the sides and length of the vehicle. Rear view mirrors are located in the interior of your
car, right above the dashboard. It has a convex lens, providing a wider view of what is behind
your car without having to turn your back on the steering wheel. The Nissan Altima made its

debut in It was launched as a continuation of the Nissan Bluebird line in Japan. Today, Nissan
Altima continues to be a competitive contender in the mid-size sedan segment. Automotive
mirrors are an important safety component of your Nissan Altima. Together with functioning
lighting systems, your rearview and side mirrors help keep you safe on the road. Car mirrors
play a vital role in driver navigation. It also helps you monitor road conditions and pedestrians
that are outside your peripheral view. They are also called wing mirrors, fender mirrors or, door
mirrors. It helps drivers have a clear sight of what is behind or at the sides of the vehicle. Not
only that, but it also makes it easier for drivers to estimate the length of the vehicle when
changing lanes or making a turn. Manual side-view mirrors are equipped with a protruding
joystick used to adjust the mirror from inside your vehicle. Power mirrors, on the other hand,
uses electricity to adjust your car mirrors from inside your car with a power switch. Since power
mirrors are a newer technology, replacing it is much more complicated than manual ones. Now
that we already know the difference between a manual and a power mirror, let us take a look at
the types of mirrors installed in a Nissan Altima. Driver side mirrors are usually flat mirrors that
have accurate non-magnified reflections. Passenger side mirrors, on the other hand, typically
use convex lens to make image reflections closer than they appear. The reason for this is quite
simple. The passenger side mirror is farther from the driver, which means it needs to have a
wider field of view to prevent blind spots. To compensate for this, a convex lens is used to show
the driver a better view of the passenger side of the vehicle. Mirrors can be classified as heated
or non-heated. Heated power mirrors come with a warming technology that electrically heats the
mirrors to keep it from fogging or icing. Rear view mirrors are located in the interior of your car
right above the dashboard. This type of window is essential when making turns, switching lanes
or backing up into a parking slot. Some cars, like newer versions of the Nissan Altima, come
equipped with an auto-dimming rearview mirror. This means that the glass in the rearview
mirror is surrounded by an electrochromic gel and conductive coating to manage glare. You can
also choose to purchase one with an in-housing signal light. It is sold individually or in sets of
two. There have been six generations of Nissan Altima since To assure that you are getting the
most accurate fit for your vehicle, input the correct year, make and model into our search
engine. The most critical reason for replacing a broken or obscured car mirror is that it can
obstruct your vision. While driving, you should be able to clearly see your surroundings,
including objects and vehicles outside your peripheral vision. Not only is it dangerous, but it is
also illegal to drive around with two broken mirrors. Traffic laws strictly state that you need to
have two intact mirrors installed in your vehicle. Broken glass mirrors are also a safety hazard.
When you slam a car door with a cracked side mirror, there is always a risk that the glass may
shatter completely posing a safety hazard for you and anyone near you. Replacing a mirror is
one of the simplest car repairs to do. While it is a simple task to do, it is still recommended to
contact your trusted mechanic to do the repairs for you. This will ensure that all your car
mirrors are attached correctly, giving you a clear sight of the road and most importantly, ensure
the safety of the passengers inside your vehicle. Equipping the 2. When performing the swap,
make sure that to use mirrors of a 3. The two are not different from each other. In a nutshell,
simply work the existing wires on the 2. There should be seven wires in there for the change. If
the Altima only has three, it may be a little more complicated because of the need to modify the
wiring more and tinker with the fuses. Give the mirror covers a matte finish to add a modern
touch the overall look of the Altima. Some ways to do this is by either applying a smoke spray
on the surface or apply a layer of vinyl. Another option is to retrofit the turn signals on the side
mirrors with some LED bulbs to make the car unique from all the other Altimas on the road.
Don't expect the glass of the Altima's mirrors to be parallel to the window when folded. Those
on the 3. It's more of a slight tilt rather than a fold. This may be a little surprising compared to
power folding mirrors featured in other vehicles. The most these can give the driver and your
car is extra clearance on the sides for easier navigation through tight spots. We've Made a Site
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